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Rated x vol. 3 is a collection of x rated poems written by a wrongfully convicted & sentenced convict, that has spent the last 28 years on Pennsylvania's death row. These are a few of my x rated poems, from my stash, created from memories, experience & an active imagination.
Greetings,

I hope you are well and in good spirits, as I am. Enclosed is my new chapbook of poems "Rated X, Vol. 3," I recently put together out of my stash of poems. A few years ago, I sent you and it was posted on your website, a book of poems called "Compromised Illusions." On the page in that book (About the Author) I mentioned several of the poems & chapbooks I had written, including the books Rated X Vol. 1 & 2. Since then I've received a lot of feedback asking about the X-rated poems I mentioned. Many have asked me to send them some of my X-rated stuff, so I decided to put together a book of X-rated poems and place them on your spot, so people can read, download or/and print-out, without charge.

Last Year a Military Veterans Group did a study and made a report about 30 Vets, across the country that served in Vietnam over
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PLEASING YOURSELF

WOKE UP THIS MORNING, AT THE BREAK OF DAWN,
PEEPED OVER AT YOU, YOU WERE GETTING IT ON,
YOUR EYES WERE CLOSED, HAD A SMILE ON YOUR FACE,
WORKING YOUR FINGERS AT A STEADY PACE,
BRINGING SO MUCH PLEASURE, SO MUCH JOY.
USING YOUR FINGERS & FAVORITE TOY,
IT TURNS ME ON WHEN YOU GET DOWN LIKE THAT,
SKILLFULLY STROKING YOUR KITTY-CAT,
I'M WAITING PATIENTLY, TILL YOU ARE DONE,
SO MY THROBBING POLE, CAN JOIN THE FUN,
DID NOT TAKE LONG, JUST A LITTLE WHILE,
GOT ON YOUR KNEES, DOGGIE-STYLE,
I STUCK IT IN YOUR PUSSY, STROKED IT ALL ABOUT,
HEARD YOU MOAN, MADE YOU SHOUT,
MADE LOVE FOR A WHILE, BEFORE WE BOTH CAME,
RESTED UP A LITTLE, THEN MORE OF THE SAME,
I HOPE YOU UNDERSTAND, I WANT YOU TO SEE,
I LOVE YOU BABY, YOU'RE GOOD FOR ME!!!
BABOON

ONCE I FUCKED A BABOON
FUCKED HER IN THE ASS
EVEN HAD A RELATIONSHIP,
BUT IT DIDN'T LAST
TAPPED DAT PUSSY, LONG-STROKED
HER REAL GOOD
DIDN'T MESS AROUND IN PUBLIC
BUT SHE UNDERSTOOD
DON'T PREACH NO GOSPEL TO ME
OR GIVE ME NO MORAL CRAP
I'M TRYING TO FOCUS MY ATTENTION
ON THIS BABOON, ON MY LAP!!!
GETTING OUR FREAK ON

SHE WAS DRINKING & SMOKING ALL DAY
AND WAS HIGH AS A KITE.
HER PUSSY WAS LOOSE AND HER
BUTT HOLE WAS TIGHT.
I WANTED SOME!

SHE LAID ON THE BED, LEGS SPREAD OPEN WIDE,
WAITING FOR ME TO STICK THIS BIG DICK INSIDE.
IF YOU LISTEN TO HER TALK & THE TRUTH BE TOLD,
SHE'D HAVE YOU BELIEVE I PUT IT IN THE WRONG HOLE.
THERE IS NO WRONG HOLE, ALL THREE WORK OUT GOOD.
THOUGHT WE HAD THAT PART, UNDERSTOOD;
SHE MOANED WITH PLEASURE, ENJOYING MY POLE
DEEP DOWN INSIDE HER HEIMIE HOLE.
WE GOT IT ON!!!
THE THREE OF US

SHE'S ALWAYS BEEN YOUR WOMAN, NOW RINE TOO,
GETTING IT ON TOGETHER, AIN'T NOTHING NEW
WHILE YOU EAT HER TASTY PUSSY, I SUCK ON SOME TIT,
TURNING HER ON SO MUCH, GIVING HER A FIT
NIBBLING, KISSING & CARESSING ALL HER SENSITIVE SPOTS,
DON'T WORRY ABOUT ENERGY, WE GOT LOTS WE USE OUR WELL TRAINED TONGUES, ON ALL HER SEXY HOLES,
WE EVEN SUCK & LICK ON HER PRETTY TOES
COOKING, SHOPPING, KEEPING THE PLACE CLEAN
HOOKING UP TOGETHER, FUNCTIONING AS A TEAM
WE ARE MARRIED TO EACH OTHER, YES ALL THREE,
ANYBODY WATCHING, IT'S NOT HARD TO SEE
WE LOVE EACH OTHER PLENTY, NOTHING WE WONT DO
DOING THINGS TOGETHER, IF ONLY YOU KNEW,
I LIKE THE WAY YOU EAT HER PUSSY WITH GENTLE LOVING CARE
I LIKE THE WAY SHE RESPONDS AND THE LOVE WE ALL SHARE,
THIS IS A UNIQUE SITUATION, TWO PUSSIES & A DICK,
SO MANY FREAKY THINGS TO DO, WE HAVE OUR PICK
SEX IS NOT THE ONLY THING WE ENJOY,
WE HAVE A NORMAL LIFE, THE ONLY THING DIFFERENT FOR ME
IS I HAVE MORE THEN ONE WIFE!!!

Fisher
PRETTY WHITE THIGHS

YOUR THIGHS ARE SO PRETTY, LOVELY AS CAN BE,
I WANT MY FACE BETWEEN THEM, OH SO DESPERATELY.
I DIDN'T FEEL I WAS DOING ANYTHING WRONG,
WHEN I PEELED OFF YOUR WET & MUSK-SCENTED THONG,
I SEE RIGHT NOW ITS A PERFECT FIT,
AS MY SKILLFUL TONGUE CIRCLE STROKE YOUR CLIT,
MIXING IN GENTLE KISSES ON YOUR MILKY THIGHS,
LISTENING TO YOUR WHISPERING PASSIONATE CRIES,
A PATCH OF GOLDEN BROWNISH-BLONDE HAIR,
BETWEEN YOUR CREAMY WHITE THIGHS, IS A THING
OF BEAUTY TO MY OLD DIRTY & LUSTFUL EYES.

Fisher
BEING WITH YOU

SOME THINGS I LIKE THE MOST,
IS CUDDLING, KISSING & HOLDING YOU CLOSE,
I SPEND A LOT OF TIME THINKING OF YOU,
ALL DAY LONG & NIGHT TIME TOO
I THINK HARD ABOUT YOU, MY LADY,
IT'S THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY DAY
MAKING LOVE TO YOU BABY, IN EACH & EVERY WAY
A SHOT OF THAT PUSSY, IS WHAT I NEED
TO SHOOT MY LOAD & PLANT MY SEED
YOU KNOW HOW I FEEL 'BOUT YOU, KNOW I CARE LOTS,
SO I'M SENDING KISSES FOR ALL THE SPECIAL SPOTS
I CLOSE MY EYES, REFLECT A WHILE
HAVING PLEASANT THOUGHTS, MAKING ME SMILE
THERE ARE PLENTY OF OTHER THINGS TO HAVE FUN,
FREAKING OFF & MAKING LOVE, IS ONLY ONE
DOING THINGS TOGETHER, HAVING SERIOUS TALKS
SITTING ON THE PORCH & TAKING LONG WALKS
LAYING UP TOGETHER, WATCHING A MOVIE OR A TV SHOW,
ENJOYING EACH OTHER, NOT SPENDING MUCH DOUGH
A PEACEFUL LIFE, PLEASANT AS CAN BE,
AS LONG AS WE'RE TOGETHER, YOU & ME!
LOVE ALWAYS!!!
IMAGES

IMAGES OF YOU IN MY LUSTFUL MIND,
YOUR TASTY PUSSY AND FAT BEHIND,
I'LL EAT YOUR COOCHIE & DICK YOU DOWN
ON THE TABLE, IN BED & ON THE GROUND,
HAIRY YOUR ASS LOWLY IN THE AIR,
TONGUE-MASSAGING YOUR CLIT WITH GENTLE CARE,
MAKING YOU MOAN, SCREAM & VINCE
AS I PLUNGE IT IN, INCH BY INCH,
TRYING TO SATISFY OUR LUSTFUL FIRES
PRIVATE PLEASURES & TWISTED DESIRES,
THERE'S ALWAYS PLENTY OF THINGS TO DO,
BUT MY FAVORITE TIME IS THINKING OF YOU!!
WITH WONDERFUL THOUGHTS & PLENTY OF LOVE!!
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Fisher
SEXUAL BLISS

THE SCREAMS YOU MAKE, WHEN WE'RE IN BED,
CLAMPING YOUR LEGS AROUND MY HEAD,
SQUEEZING & NIBBLING ON YOUR TIT,
DRAGGING MY TONGUE ACROSS YOUR CLIT,
IT'S SUCH A WONDERFUL & ENJOYABLE TASK,
RUNNING MY TONGUE FROM CLIT TO ASS,
LAPPING UP THE JUICE INSIDE YOUR HOLE,
HOLDING DIS ENORMOUS THROBBING POLE,
MAKING YOU WAIT IS A DIRTY SIN,
IT'S ALMOST TIME TO STICK IT IN,
SLIDING IT IN, INCH BY INCH,
HEARING YOU MOAN, YOU LOVELY WENCH,
YOUR COMPANY IN GENERAL, I CERTAINLY MISS,
BUT OUR SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS ARE A SEXUAL BLISS!!!

Fisher
BONA-FIDED HO

ONE OF THE PLEASURES I ENJOY EACH & EVERYDAY, IS STOPPING BY TO SEE MY HO FROM DOWN THE WAY, SHE WAS BUCK-NAKED STANDING AT THE DOOR, FICKED HER THIS MORNING, BUT SHE WANTED MORE, TO HER SURPRISE, I WAS BUCK-NAKED TOO, DIDN'T CARE WHO SAW ME, DIDN'T CARE WHO KNEW, SHE GASPED & SAID "OH MY GOSH," WHEN SHE SAW MY DICK, CAUSE IT'S EXTREMELY LONG & PLENTY THICK, SHE STARTED OFF POLISHING MY NOB, FOLLOWED DAT, WITH A RIM-JOB, I RETURNED THE FAVOR, EATING HER OUT REAL GOOD, BEFORE REWARDING HER, WITH THE WOOD, DECIDED TO EAT HER PUSSY AGAIN, MAKING HER BUST A NIT, THEN SMEARED SOME GREASE BACK THERE, SO I COULD FICK DAT BUTT, SHE POLISHES NOBBS, WHILE SOMEONE HITS IT FROM THE BACK, ALL DAM FICK YOU NEED, IS A HIT OF CRACK, IF I WANT TO GET IT IN, ALL UP INSIDE, SHE'LL HAVE TO SPREAD DEM LEGS OPEN WIDE, HER GRANDMA THINKS SHE'S "ON THE PATH," SEE HER NOW, YOU'LL HAVE TO LAUGH, BUT I DON'T CARE WHAT ANYBODY SAY, SHE'LL ALWAYS BE MY BONA-FIDED HO, FROM DOWN THE WAY!!!
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Fisher
POLISHING MY KNOB
I WOKE UP EARLY IN THE MORNING
MY LITTLE BIG FRIEND WAS ERECT, HARD THROBBING
AND IN YOUR MOUTH!!!
I Didn't EXPECT YOU TO PLEASE ME THIS MORNING,
IN THAT SPECIAL WAY
BUT IT FEELS SO GOOD, YOU DO IT SO WELL
I WATCH YOUR HEAD GOING UP & DOWN IN
A STEADY RHYTHM, BEFORE CLOSING MY EYES
ENJOYING EVERY SECOND OF PURE PLEASURE,
YOUR TONGUE DARTING AROUND THE HEAD, THEN
MASSAGING THE LENGTH OF MY SHAFT
IN A SKILLFUL MANNER BEFORE TAKING SO MUCH
IN YOUR MOUTH, WITHOUT ANY TOUCHING TEETH
YOU CERTAINLY KNOW HOW TO PLEASE
NOW I HEAR THAT FAMILIAR HUM
RIGHT BEFORE YOU MAKE ME CUM
IT FEELS SO GOOD!!!
LUCY

LET ME TELL YA BOUT DIS DAME, THEY CALL LUCY!
PUSSY STINKS REAL GOOD & GETS REAL JUICY.
SHE'S A YOUNG DAME FROM DOWN THE WAY,
DO ANYTHING YOU WANT, AS LONG AS YOU PAY.
FELT GENEROUS ONE DAY, GAVE HER A JOB,
DOING WHAT SHE DOES BEST, POLISHING MY KNOB.
GOT HER IN POSITION, DOWN ON HER KNEES,
NO DOUBT ABOUT IT, KNOWS HOW TO PLEASE.
PUT SO MUCH IN HER MOUTH, MADE HER QUENCH,
DEVOURING IT UP, INCH BY INCH.
IF YOU WANT SOME GOOD HEAD & DAM GOOD COCIE,
CHECK-OUT DIS DAME, THEY CALL LUCY!!!
ANNIE MAE

LET ME TELL YA A STORY, IF I MAY,
BOUT THIS DAME CALLED ANNIE MAE...
SHE SLIDES UP & DOWN ON MY BIG THICK POLE,
DEEP DOWN INSIDE HER HEINIE HOLE...
SHE CAN BE A FLIRT, SOMETIMES A TEASE,
BUT ALWAYS AFFECTIONATE & READY TO PLEASE...
SHE’LL SUCK YOUR DICK & LICK YOUR BALLS,
NEVER BOTHERS TO WEAR NO DRAWERS...
SO YOU CAN LIFT DAT DRESS, OVER HER ASS,
BUT YOU BETTER NOT CUM TOO FAST...
HOLD HER TIGHT, HOLD HER FIRM
MAKE WIGGLE, MAKE HER SQUIRM
FUCKING HER DEEP, AS SHE BEGS FOR MORE
SHE’S SEXY SWEET AND A QUALIFIED WHORE!!!
TOOTHLESS

PRETTY LITTLE DAME, BUT ONLY HAD ONE TOOTH,
USE TO FUCK HER ALL DA TIME, UP ON DA ROOF,
SHE LIKED ME TO F*** HER HARD FROM DA REAR,
KNOCKING HER UP, WAS MY ONLY FEAR,
SHE LIKED ME CAUSE I’M HUNG LIKE A DONKEY,
PUSSY WAS GREAT, BUT GOT REAL FUNKY,
SHE’D WIGGLE HER ASS & LEGS ALL ABOUT,
HOLLER, SCREAM AND DAM NEAR SHOUT,
SHE’D CUM REAL HARD, BUSTING HER NUT,
TOLD ME NEXT TIME, TO F*** HER BUTT,
I TOLD HER NEXT TIME, I’D PERFORM DAT TASK,
ALWAYS GLAD TO F**K DAT ASS!!!
JETTA

She was Jet Black, had long silky hair,
as a matter of choice, wore no underwear,
had natural big tits, sexy as can be,
Ass like two basketballs, tantalized me,
Enjoy each other's company, fucking around,
Eat her pussy real good, before I dick her down
She's the freakiest bitch I ever knew,
Can't think of anything she won't do,
She'll suck your dick & lick your ass,
Anything else, you only need ask
When you get out of jail, just give her a call,
Pick her up and have a ball
Yes, my girl JETTA, so glad I met her!!!
BULL-DAGGING BETTY

BULL-DAGGING BETTY, WAS A FRIEND OF MINE,
HAD LONG SHAPELY LEGS & A BIG BEHIND,
IF YOU GOT TO KNOW HER, SHE WAS NICE AS CAN BE
ATE PLENTY OF PUSSY, ALMOST AS GOOD AS ME,
SOMETIMES WE'D GET HIGH, SHE LIKE TO SNORT DAT BLOW,
EVEN LET ME FUCK HER, DIDN'T WANT NOBODY TO KNOW,
SHE ACTED LIKE A DUDE, WALKING DOWN DAT STREET,
BUT WHEN WE WERE ALONE, WAS A BITCH IN HEAT!!!
SLUTIE SUE

SHE'S NOT VERY EDUCATED, ALL SHE READS IS SMUT
LIKES ANAL BEADS STUCK IN HER BUTT
SHE ENJOYS MY LONG THROBBING POLE,
DEEP DOWN IN HER LITTLE HEINIE HOLE,
SEDUCED BY HER BEAUTY & LUSTFUL FIRE,
OVERCOME & TOUCHED BY PURE DESIRE,
SHE GETS MOST OF HER MONEY, TURNING TRICKS.
THE BEST AROUND, SUCKING DICKS,
SHE'S MY SLUTIE LITTLE GHETTO DAME,
HAS HER FAULTS, BUT I LOVE HER JUS THE SAME!
EX-LOVER

HI BABY, HOPE YOU ENJOY YOUR DAY,
HOPE IT IS PLEASANT, IN EVERY WAY,
YOU WERE MY WOMAN, NOW MY EX,
WE HAD SOME GOOD TIMES, ESPECIALLY THE SEX
YOU WERE A BIG FREAK, WE'D HAVE A BALL,
YOU CAME UP WITH SOME SHIT, I NEVER SAW
YOU NEVER WAS A SLUT, JUST EAGER TO PLEASE,
SPENT A LOT OF TIME, ON YOUR KNEES
NEVER COMPLAINED HOW YOU DID YOUR JOB,
CERTAINLY KNEW HOW TO POLISH A KNOB
YOU ARE THE ONLY DAME I MET FREAKIER THEN ME,
LIKED ME TO LICK YOU OFF, AFTER YOU TOOK A PEE
I SPEND A LOT OF TIME, THINKING OF YOU,
YOU'RE ONE OF THE BEST, I EVER KNEW!!!
ANNIE

LITTLE ANAL ANNIE HAS A LOT OF CLASS,
EACH & EVERY MORNING, TAKES IT IN THE ASS
DOES A LOT OF READING, MOST OF IT SPLIT
READING BOUT BIG DICKS, RAMMING UP THE BITT... LITTLE ANAL ANNIE, SEXY AS CAN BE,
CATCH HER IN THE MORNING, BEFORE SHE TAKES A PEE
OR BETTER YET, WITHOUT A DOUBT
CATCH HER, AFTER SHE CLEANS DAT POOP SHOOT OUT!!!

Fisher
FREAKY SUE

I ATE DAT PUSSY AND FUCKED HER DEEP,
ALL NIGHT LONG, WITHOUT MUCH SLEEP.
DID DAT THING FROM HEAD TO TOE,
KEPT OUR NOES FILLED WITH BLOW.

BUT THEN,
SHE PULLED OUT A STRAP-ON,
HOLD UP BITCH, WHAT YA GONNA DO WIT DAT,
YOU CAN STEP-OFF NOW, YEAH GET YOUR HAT.
I KNEW YOU WAS A FREAK, WHEN I MET YOU IN THE BAR,
BUT WIT DAT SHIT THERE, YOU DONE GONE TOO FAR.
WHAT DAH FUCK YOU TRY TO DO,
I SEE WHY THEY CALL YOU FREAKY SUE!!!
PACKIN LARGE

IF YOUR SNATCH NEEDS WORK, I'LL TAKE DAT TASK.
WE CAN GET FREAKY, I'LL FUCK DAT ASS.
I'LL EAT DAT PUSSY, YOU CAN POLISH MY KNOB,
GIVING YOU PLEASURE, I CONSIDER MY JOB.
I'M PACKIN LARGE BABY, KNOW WHAT TO DO,
MAKE IT MY JOB TO SATISFY YOU.
STROKING DEEP, HITTING ALL THE SPOTS,
IF ENERGY'S A CONCERN, I GOT LOTS.
I GOT PLenty OF TIME, MOST OF THE DAY,
TEACH YOU SOME NEW TRICKS, IF I MAY.
LET'S DO IT BABY, GET OUR FREAK ON
CUMMING ALL NIGHT, TILL THE BREAK OF DAWN.
BETTY LIL

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT THIS DAME CALLED BETTY LIL.

THERE'S NOT MUCH PERVERTED, SHE WON'T DO, KEEP YOUR DICK HARD, FOR AS LONG AS YOU CAN LAST.

FUCK HER IN HER PUSSY OR IN HER FAT ASS, FUCKING & SUCKING ARE BORING TO HER.

PISsing IN YOUR FACE, SHE'D CERTAINLY PREFER, CHECK HER OUT AT ANY GIVEN HOUR.

GIVING OR RECEIVING A GOLDEN SHOWER, IF YOU WANNA MAKE SURE YOU CREATE A SMILE.

YOU GOTTA MAKE SURE YOU LAST A WHILE, IF GETTING YOUR FREAK ON, IS WHAT YOU WANNA DO.

CHECK OUT THIS DAME CALLED BETTY LIL!!!

Fisher
ALL MONTH LONG

I THOUGHT SHE WAS BULLSHITTING
OR COMING OUT OF A BAG
WHEN SHE ASKED ME TO EAT HER PUSSY
WHEN SHE WAS ON THE RAG
I DIDN'T HESITATE, PUTTING MY FACE
IN THE PLACE
DIDN'T ESPECIALLY LIKE THE SMELL OR TASTE
I ATE DAT THING, MY FACE GOT STICKY
LIKE SOME KIND OF FREAK, A REAL SICKIE
I DON'T CARE, DON'T SEE NOTHING WRONG
BY EATING PUSSY, ALL MONTH LONG...
FUCKING WHORE

IT JUST AIN'T AMUSING ANYMORE,
FIGHTING OFF THOUGHTS OF THAT FUCKING WHORE,
I LOVE HER SO, SHE DON'T LOVE ME,
IF I HAD GOOD SENSE, I'D LET HER BE,
SHE HOLLERED OUT LOUD, FOR ME TO EAT HER OUT,
NOT THE KIND OF THING, PEOPLE NORMALLY SHOULD
IT DAWNED ON ME, ALMOST TOO LATE
THINKING BACK TO OUR FIRST DATE,
THE DEAL WAS THIS, OUR THOUGHTS WERE MATCHED
WE'D DO THIS THING, NO STRINGS ATTACHED,
SO NOW I SEE; EXPECT NO MORE
DEALING WITH DAT FUCKING WHORE!!!
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RIM JOB

GIVING HER A RIM-JOB CAN BE A WORK OF ART

BUT IF SHE KNOWS WHAT'S GOOD FOR HER

SHE BETTER NOT FART

MESSAGING DAT ASSHOLE, WITH A SKILLFUL TONGUE,

IS BETTER THEN ANY SONG, EVER SUNG

EATING PUSSY IS A COMMON TASK,

BUT NOT EVERYBODY KNOWS HOW TO LICK DAT ASS!!!
DONKEY DICK

THEY CALL ME DONKEY DICK, YOU CAN GUESS WHY,
I MAKE EM HOLLER, MOAN & CRY*
SOME DON'T CARE HOW WELL I'M HUNG,
AS LONG AS I KNOW HOW TO USE MY TONGUE,**
MY TONGUE IS EAGER, AND KNOWS IT’S DUTIES,
Pleasing Pussies & Lonely Booties,***
I WANT TO MAKE IT UNDERSTOOD,
I’LL EAT YOUR PUSSY REAL F*CKIN’ GOOD,
I LIKE IT STINKY, DON’T WASH IT BEFORE,
I’LL DO IT SO GOOD, YOU’LL BEG FOR MORE!

Fisher
INTERNET GIRL

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT THIS GUY I MET ON-LINE.
SHE HAS NATURAL BIG TITS & A FAT BELLY.
SHE HAS PRETTY LEGS AND SEXY THIGHS.
THE APPROPRIATE THING FOR EXPLORING EYES.
WE TALKED FOR MONTHS, WHERE SHE WON MY HEART.
KNEW SHE WAS THE GIRL FOR ME, FROM THE VERY START.
LOOKS AREN'T IMPORTANT, WHEN YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL INSIDE.
SOON MY FEELINGS FOR HER BECAME HARD TO HIDE.
HER INNER BEAUTY COMPLIMENTED HER FACE & BODY.
SHE CERTAINLY IS A BONA-FIDE HOTTE.
I WANT MY INTERNET GIRL FOR MY FRIEND, LOVER & WIFE.
I HOPE TO BE WITH HER FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE.
MEMORIES OF YOUR SNATCH

LAYING UP IN YOUR KING SIZE BED,
STARTING IT OFF WITH YOU GIVING ME HEAD,
I RETURN THE FAVOR, EATING YOU OUT,
FOLLOWED BY A GOOD OLD FASHION FICKING BORE,
FICKING YOUR HOT PUSSY, THEN STICKING IT
ALL UP IN YOUR ASS, ANY OTHER FREAKY THING,
I ONLY NEED ASK.

ONE OF THE REASONS I LIKE YOU SO MUCH
CAUSE THERE ISN'T ANYTHING YOU WOULDN'T DO,
WITH ME ALONE OR SOMETIMES TWO.

YES BABY, YOU'RE THE FREAKIEST DAME I EVER KNEW
THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES!

Fisher
SEX SHOW

I WATCHED THIS SEXY LADY, AS SHE WALKED PASS,
I'M SURE SHE FELT MY EYES, ON HER BIG FINE ASS
I NOTICED SHE WAS THE SAME DAME I SEE IN MY WINDOW
TAKING OFF HER CLOTHES, PURPOSEFULLY SLOW
SHE HAS A BEAUTIFUL BODY; WANTS EVERYBODY TO SEE,
I'M SURE SHE DOESN'T DO IT ONLY FOR ME
I DON'T CARE, I'M ALWAYS READY FOR THE SHOW,
ALTHOUGH SHE PROBABLY DON'T WANT EVERYONE TO KNOW

Fisher
WHAT YOU LIKE

YOU LIKE ME TO FUCK YOU, CAUSE I'M SO WELL HUNG,
LIKE ME TO LICK YOU TO SLEEP, WITH MY EAGER TONGUE,
YOU LIKE ME TO F*CK YOU IN THE BUTT,
MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE THE NEIGHBORHOOD SLUT,
YOU LIKE SUCKING MY DICK, DEEP THROATING IT REAL GOOD,
SWALLOWING MY CUM, LICKING THE WOOD,
BACKING UP ON MY BIG BLACK POLE,
SLASHING AROUND DEEP IN YOUR PUSSY HOLE,
YOU LIKE TEASING ME WITH THOSE PRETTY BLUE EYES
AND THOSE WONDERFUL PRETTY SEXY THIGHS,
YOU LIKE KNOWING I ONLY WANT YOU
AND I FEEL THE SAME ABOUT YOU!
TRICK TURNING TILLY

SHE'S A BEAUTIFUL WHORE, BUT SOMEWHAT WEIRD,
HAS HAIRY UNDERARMS & A PEACH-FUZZ BEARD,
NATURAL BIG TITS & FIRM FAT BUTT,
LOOKS A WHOLE LOT BETTER THAN YOUR AVERAGE SLUT,
SHE HAS SILKY BLACK HAIR & SEXY BROWN EYES,
NOT TO MENTION, THOSE CREAMY BROWN THIGHS,
SHE WAS KNOCKED UP, WHEN I MET HER.
EIGHT MONTHS GONE,
HAD HER F*CKING BABY, ON THE FRONT LAWN,
SHE HAS A GROWN DAUGHTER, ALMOST AS SEXY AS HER,
WHEN IT COMES DOWN TO IT, DON'T KNOW WHICH I'D PREFER,
SHE LOVES BIG FAT DICKS, HER DAUGHTER DOES TOO,
THEY THOUGHT IT WAS A SECRET, BUT EVERYBODY KNEW,
SHE HAS A PLEASANT PERSONALITY, CAN GET REAL SILLY
MY GOOD OLD FRIEND, TRICK TURNING TILLY!!!
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

I've written many poems, essays and numerous articles for various books, magazines and newsletters. My poem "The Simple Things" is included in the fall 2002 edition of "Letters from the Soul." "Justice" was published in the Spring 2003 edition of the Literary Journal for Inmate Writing. "Listen" was published in Vol. 121 of the Summer edition of "Soul Foundation" magazine. "Trees" and others have been published in various newsletters, books and mags and posted on-line. Some of those poems are included in chapbooks "Reflections" Vol. 1 & 2. I've also written chapbooks Rated X Vol. 1 & 2, as you see this is vol. 3. There is another one of my chapbooks "Compromised Illusions" which is posted on this website www.Poisonsfoundation.org you can go there, search my name & title of my book of poems, read, download or printout, without charge. I also wrote a series of articles (about 50) called "Food for Thought", speaking out against the death penalty and other injustices in our legal system that are posted on the web/blog site:

http://robertfisher2011.wordpress.com

In Solidarity,

Robert Fisher

[Signature]
"Battle Scars"

Military Veterans and the Death Penalty
A Death Penalty Information Center Report
by Richard Dieter
Washington, D.C.
Veterans Day 2015
www.deathpenaltyinfo.org

Robert Fisher – Hearing Only Part of the Story

In the picture at the left, a young Robert Fisher, wounded in Vietnam in 1967, is receiving a Purple Heart medal from President Lyndon Johnson. Today, Fisher is in his late sixties, still on Pennsylvania’s death row, a victim of PTSD and other mental problems. At his trial for murdering his girlfriend, Fisher’s lawyer had him tell the jury about his military service and his medal. But no mental health expert testified at sentencing to explain Fisher’s brain damage and the psychological aftereffects of intense combat, including the addictions that sometimes follow. There were no medical experts testifying for Fisher because his attorney had not investigated these problems. He also failed to rebut the prosecution’s portrayal of Fisher as simply a bad soldier. If Fisher were tried today, there would be volumes of mitigating evidence to present on his behalf and numerous experts that could help a jury better understand his tragic life. However, overturning a death sentence once it has been imposed is often more difficult than preventing it in the first place.

70 yr. old, decorated, Vietnam Veteran, on death row, that has been abandoned by family and friends needs any and all outside support, to stop this injustice. Please send donations for legal representation and other defense operations, for my fight for freedom to: www.Jpay.com, for Robert Fisher AS-1738 (State PA,) or call 800-574-5729 Toll free 24/7..., or if you get a certified or cashier’s check from the Bank, you can send it to me, directly to the prison, at the address below. For more info, also contact me at that address. Thank you.

Robert Fisher
AS-1738
175 Progress Dr.
Waynesburg, Pa.
15370